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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
E N E R GY

C L I M AT E
CHANGE

FOOD

GLOBAL
GEOPOLITICS

RESOURCE
DEPLETION

IEA - International Energy Agency
IFPRI - International Food Policy
Research Institute

Global challenges
around food supply

A LOCAL PROJECT WITH A
GLOBAL REACH
By 2050 global population will have grown
to nearly 10 billion people*, equivalent to
growth of 80 million per annum or 219,000
per day. UK population is predicted to
increase 15% by 2039, from 64.6 million in
2014 to 74.3 million (ONS, 2014).
As a result of this increased population and
changes in diet as people rise out of poverty global
food demand is predicted to increase by 60-100%
by 2050 with the greatest increase by 2035.
Mankind’s future ability to feed itself is
therefore in jeopardy due to intensifying pressures
on natural resources, mounting inequality, and the
fallout from a changing climate, farming and the
food chain already imposing large
environmental impacts:
•	
Using 70% of global freshwater abstractions;
and
•	Generating 21% of global greenhouse
emissions*
Maintaining yield growth is essential given
the need to increase food production without
compromising the environment, what is known as
‘sustainable intensification’.
In the UK this need has been further exacerbated
by the vote to leave the European Union, which
has resulted in increased costs for consumers
including amongst other things with respect to
food, imports making up about 40% of domestic
food consumption, a figure forecast to reach 50%
within a generation**.
The primary challenge is to produce more
with less.

*
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**

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations - FAO, February 2017
Government Office for Science, 2017
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NEED FOR THE PROPOSALS
AgriTech is a key growth sector in the UK, seen
by government as central to the nations future
knowledge led growth. It can be broadly
defined as the enabling sector, which supports
agriculture and the food chain in tackling
global challenges including:
• Addressing hunger and malnutrition
• Using resources sustainably
• Promoting disease resistance
• Responding to climate change
•	Delivering healthy food which
supports well-being
In other words, the AgriTech sector develops
technologies which assist farmers and the
food chain to improve their performance,
thereby providing the keyset of technologies
which can help to address the challenge
of hunger by addressing the need for yield
growth, more efficient supply chains and less
waste.
The UK and East of England (EofE) is well
known for its world class research base
in the food and agriculture sector. It is
however widely recognised that it is poor at
translating its leadership in global research
into commercial outcomes, a failing that must
be urgently addressed if the UK is to become
more competitive in the global economy,
particularly in the context of Brexit. Currently
the UK is not translating its agricultural and
related science excellence sufficiently quickly
into commercial agricultural technologies to
fully exploit the potential market.

In line with its core objective to facilitate
initiatives that will create hubs for ground
breaking discoveries – bringing together and
encouraging interaction and the exchange of
knowledge, SmithsonHill’s (SSH) Vision is:
To create a globally significant park
for AgriTech that hosts a vibrant
community of commercial companies
to address agricultural productivity and
sustainability challenges.
SSH seek to realise this vision through the
proposals included as part of this outline
planning application. In addition to
compliance with the Strategic Economic Plan
(Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough
Local Enterprise Partnership, 2014), the
proposals have a clear synergy with and will
assist in delivering a number of government
priorities and key objectives of national
importance, including:
•	UK Strategy for Agricultural Technologies
(2013)
• Emerging UK Industrial Strategy
• Technology and Innovation Futures 2017
•	East of England Science and Innovation
Audit (September 2017)
•	Initiatives to adapt to the effects of climate
change and contribute towards the
government’s commitment to the Paris
Agreement
• The Clean Growth Strategy (October 2017)
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With respect specifically to the UK Strategy for
Agricultural Technologies, the development
will contribute significantly towards the UK
achieving its ambitions for the AgriTech sector
of using its science base to secure a larger share
of the growing AgriTech market globally. This in
turn will enhance the long-term prosperity and
standing of the UK post-Brexit.
It is within this context that the proposals for
the park for AgriTech resonate with current
global, national and regional priorities.

THE PROPOSALS
This outline planning application seeks
approval for the UK’s first bespoke technology
park for AgriTech, comprising flexible
employment space (up to 120,000 sqm gross
internal floorspace) within a rural campus
environment that will foster innovation and
convergence. Set within a low density parkland
environment, the main area of the park
extends to approximately 76 hectares, with a
central parkland area of 21ha to be subject to
a scheme of restoration and made open to the
local community along with a further 22ha of
open space within the main area of the park
itself. An additional 5ha of public open space
is proposed outside the main park, including
a linear park providing enhanced access to
Whittlesford Parkway station via a new foot /
cycle / equestrian bridge over the A505 and bus
/ cycle interchange.
The site is ideally located at the heart of
a geographic area including all the key
components to deliver growth in the
AgriTech sector. At the centre of the existing
agglomeration of internationally renowned
science parks south east of Cambridge (the
‘south east Cambridge cluster’) the location also
offers a significant opportunity to help bring
together companies to work on the overlaps
between the life sciences and AgriTech sectors.

4

Through provision of office, laboratory, and
workshop space and central facilities (for use by
employees and the local community) alongside
demonstration plots and field trial facilities, the
park will provide the optimum environment to
help companies develop, commercialise and
market new agricultural technologies.
The development is in accordance with the
adopted and emerging development plan and
represents sustainable development in
all respects. Indeed, in the context of the
UN General Assembly formal definition of
sustainable development, not only will the
development not compromise the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs,
it will also positively assist them to meet
those needs.

THE BENEFITS
The proposals will result in a myriad of
economic, social and environmental benefits,
both the positive impacts of new technologies
developed on site in a national and global
context, including the UK’s ability to be more
self-sufficient and competitive, but also the
extensive infrastructure the scheme will
deliver through direct investment. This is
summarised below:

ECONOMIC
•	Creation of around 200 jobs per year
during construction
•	Direct creation of up to 4,000 full time
equivalent (FTE) jobs on site once fully
operational, with a transformative effect
on employment in AgriTech within
South Cambridgeshire
•	On site and wider job creation estimated
to increase regional GVA by around
£277m per annum by 2030, and a
7% increase in employment in the
agricultural technology sector at
UK level
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•	
New inward investment into the UK
and the region, encouraging growth in
the UK’s science and technology based
industries
•	Significant potential for export of new
technologies
•

 educed need for imports resulting
R
from increases in productivity of UK
agriculture from implementation of the
new technologies developed at the park

SOCIAL
•	Significant green infrastructure
including public access to 48 ha of
open space, facilities on site and a
network of multi-user (foot / cycle /
equestrian) routes to encourage healthy
lifestyles
•	Significant investment in local
infrastructure (highways and utilities, in
particular the electricity network)
•

 nhanced access across A505 / A1301
E
and to Whittlesford Parkway from
Hinxton, Sawston and Pampisford by
non car modes, including a foot / cycle /
equestrian bridge over the A505

•	
Promoting more sustainable transport
choices, accessibility to jobs by public
transport, walking and cycling

ENVIRONMENTAL
•	Assist in securing UK’s long term role
in achieving the global challenge of
meeting the growing demand for food
in a sustainable manner
•	
Sustainability at the heart of the
development at a site wide, on plot and
individual building basis
•

Restoration of historic parkland

•	Significant archaeological investigation
of sites that would otherwise lie
undiscovered
•

 cological enhancements to improve
E
biodiversity

•

 ong term stewardship / tenancies
L
of agricultural land contribution to
improved soil quality

•	Assist in reducing existing off site
surface water runoff / flooding
These benefits constitute significant material
considerations to outweigh any perceived
conflict with the development plan, and
contribute to the very special circumstances
which justify any limited harm to the Green
Belt, by reason of inappropriateness, resulting
from the proposed access enhancement works
to Whittlesford Parkway and its immediate
surroundings.

•	Fulfilling a need for investment in and
space for companies developing and
testing new commercial technologies
to benefit farmers and food chain
companies
•	Potential for local farmers to benefit
from long leases on their land for crop
trials and safeguarding the local area
for agriculture
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CONCLUSION
It is concluded that this is a rare
opportunity to achieve economically
beneficial development of national
significance, and that any delay in
granting consent would only defer
the development of solutions to
the global challenges outlined,
with a consequential impact on the
environment and economy when
compared to a do nothing scenario. The
benefits and investment opportunities
which the development will realise at a
local, regional, national and global level
can only be secured through the grant of
planning permission.
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Illustrative masterplan
1

Bus / cycle interchange (400m to
Whittlesford Parkway)

2

Access from A505 and access
from A1301

3

Improvements to A1301 / A505
‘McDonald’s’ roundabout

4

Foot / cycle / equestrian route
(4m wide) connecting site to
Whittlesford Parkway (5 minute
cycle / 20 minute walk) and north
to Sawston

5

Foot / cycle / equestrian bridge over
A1301 / A505

6

Foot / cycle / equestrian bridge over
River Cam

7

Signalised crossings over A1301

8

Car parking (including 40% electric
vehicle charging points)

9

Shuttle bus service to Whittlesford
Parkway via bus / cycle interchange

10

Natural swimming pond

11

Linear park alongside A1301
(25m to 70m wide)

12

Principal squares

13

Restoration and enhancements to
historic parkland

14

Earth mounds with native
woodland planting

15

Crop trials / demonstration plots /
farming

16

Running route

17

New primary electricity sub-station

18

Existing gas main

19

Existing Cambridge water pumping
station
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01
BACKGROUND
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the planning system
is to contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development (paragraph 6,
National Planning Policy Framework).
The planning acts include the following
requirements:
1.1

‘in dealing with an application for
planning permission the authority shall
have regard to the provisions of the
development plan, so far as material
to the application, and to any other
material considerations’ (section 70(2),
Town and Country Planning Act 1990
(as amended)).
‘if regard is to be had to the
development plan for the purpose of
any determination to be made under
the planning Acts the determination
must be in accordance with the plan
unless material considerations indicate
otherwise’ (section 38(6) Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as
amended).

This Planning Statement
supports an outline application (with all
matters reserved) submitted to South
Cambridgeshire District Council (SCDC)
on behalf of SmithsonHill (SSH). The
description of development is as follows:
1.2

Development of an AgriTech technology
park comprising up to 112,000 sqm
(gross internal) employment floorspace,
supporting infrastructure, amenities
and landscape works including publicly
accessible informal open space,
enhancements to parkland; vehicle and
cycle parking; service areas; bus / cycle
interchange on land west of the A1301
/ north of A505; and infrastructure
works including new vehicular
accesses, highway improvement works,
pedestrian and cycle links with bridge
crossings over A1301 / A505 and River
Cam, site re-profiling, drainage works,
foul and water pumping stations
and primary electricity sub station;
telecommunications infrastructure and
other associated works.
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Figure 1: Illustrative masterplan
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1.3
Full details of the proposals are set out
within section 3.
1.4
As demonstrated throughout this
statement and the other information
submitted both as part of and in support of the
application, while the application site is not
specifically allocated in the development plan
the proposed development is in accordance
with the plan and represents sustainable
development, facilitating significant economic,
social and environmental benefits at a local,
regional and national level. Any perceived
harm or conflict with the development plan
is outweighed by the significant material
considerations, which justify bringing the
development forward now.

THE APPLICANT
1.5
SmithsonHill (SSH) is a joint venture
between local farmers Russell Smith Farms and
Hill Commercial Investments. The partnership
is looking to facilitate initiatives that will
create hubs for ground breaking discoveries –
bringing together and encouraging interaction
and the exchange of knowledge. Through
the combination of land, cutting edge
farming, construction expertise and delivering
community solutions, the partnership aims to
facilitate the future success of both business
and local communities, as well as to help
Cambridge retain its global economic position
and contribute to the region’s future prosperity.
1.6
Russell Smith Farms currently grows
1,500 acres of cereals and sugar beet, and 1,000
acres of organic and non-organic vegetables.
Operating in the heart of Cambridge’s biotech
cluster, it is aware of the importance of synergy
between farming and science and technology
and has strong ties with some of the larger
seed and plant breeding companies. It is one of
the early members of Agri-Tech East and work
closely with some of the leading agricultural

companies in the research and development
field to help bring new products to market.
Russell Smith Farms is environmentally and
socially responsible and is signed up to the
government’s entry-level and higher-level
environmental stewardship schemes and is
also a LEAF (Linking Environment and Farming)
demonstration farm.
1.7
Hill Group has considerable experience
in delivering development through joint
ventures. This experience is used to assist
partners in securing planning permission,
maximising assets, and delivering infrastructure
and buildings. Before setting up Hill
Commercial Investments, Hill Group had
already completed a number of commercial
developments including a new primary school
at Walden School (formerly Friends’ School) in
Saffron Walden, doctors’ surgeries, community
buildings, its own Head Office at Waltham
Abbey and a multi-screen cinema and
commercial units in Walthamstow.
1.8
SSH is an active member of many local
groups including Agri-Tech East (the UK’s
first regional AgriTech business network and
cluster organisation), Cambridge Network
and One Nucleus. It also sponsors the London
Stansted Cambridge Consortium (LSCC) a
partnership of public and private organisations
covering the area from London to Cambridge
who come together to organise and promote
this economic area and the clusters within.
Working together with local and national
organisations is key to SSH’s vision to build a
collaborative environment where knowledge
can be shared to advance the AgriTech sector.
SSH also supports local start up businesses,
most recently investing in Hummingbird
Technologies, a data analytics and artificial
intelligence business for precision farming. The
application proposals seek to provide much
needed space for businesses such as this.
11
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1.9
SSH is a committed and interested
landowner making both the site and the focus
on AgriTech deliverable, through a partnership
with expertise in development (Hill Commercial
Investments) and a leading agricultural
producer (Russell Smith Farms) with extensive
networks across the farming industry.

THE SITE
1.10
The application site comprises two
parts, extending to 109 ha hectares (ha). The
‘main site’, where the proposed park for
AgriTech will be located, covers approximately
102 ha and is situated on land defined within
the development plan as countryside to
the north east of the village of Hinxton. The
‘bus / cycle interchange site’ extends to
approximately 7 ha and lies within the Green
Belt, to the north west of the main site: north
of the A505, west of the A1301 and east of
Whittlesford Parkway station. There are no
other site-specific policy designations applying
to the application site.
1.11
Located 400 metres (m) to the west of
the bus / cycle interchange site, Whittlesford
Parkway Station lies on the London Liverpool
Street to Cambridge line, with approximately
three services per hour and a travel time of nine
minutes to Cambridge, 30 minutes to Ely, 25
minutes to Stansted Airport and one hour to
London Liverpool Street.
1.12
The main site is currently used for
farming and has previously been used for crop
trials, which are rotated around the farm. There
is an avenue of mature trees running east to
west that lead to Hinxton Grange, a grade II
listed building (along with the adjacent stable
and coachhouse), and its associated parkland,
which is a strong feature in the local landscape.
The parkland is within the application
boundary and the listed building are outside,
12

but immediately adjacent. No works are
proposed that would require separate listed
building consent to be obtained.
1.13
The main site slopes gently from 48m
AOD in the east to 26m AOD in the north west.
There are no public rights of way running
through the site. The closest footpaths are
approximately 1.5 km away to the north east
and 1.4 km to the east. There is a permissive
path for the parish of Hinxton along a small,
unnamed road known locally as Tichbaulk
Road to the south of the site. SSH has a right of
access over this road.
1.14
The A1301 forms the western boundary
of the main site, beyond which lie farmland
and the village of Duxford. The site is bordered
to the north by farmland, beyond which lie
the A505 and the villages of Sawston and
Pampisford. To the north east are farmland,
the A11, Granta Park and Great Abington. To
the east the site is bordered by four private
residences, Hinxton Grange, Mighton Products
(a sash window business) and beyond these
farmland and the A11. To the south farmland
and Tichbaulk Road border the site. To the
south west are the village of Hinxton and the
Wellcome Trust Genome Campus.
1.15
The generally flat bus / cycle
interchange site is also currently used for
farming (arable crops). This part of the site is
bordered to the north and west by farmland,
to the east by the A1301 and to the south by
the A505. The River Cam runs through the
south west of the site, beyond which lie a small
industrial estate, Whittlesford Parkway station
and the railway line. Mill Farm Lane and a
small cluster of dwellings lie to the north west
of the site.
1.16
Cambridge city centre is approximately
12 kilometres (km) north of the main site.
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The bus / cycle
interchange site

The main site

Application site boundary
Figure 2: The application site boundary
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PLANNING HISTORY

--

Development density

1.17
There is no significant planning history
in relation to the application site in terms of
planning applications.

--

Height

1.18
The site was, however, previously
promoted through the East of England
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) by Tesco
(Jarrow Investments Ltd) for development of
a new settlement comprising approximately
7,000 dwellings, an employment zone,
town centre and a number of local centres
to support the existing high tech / bio tech
cluster. The project was referred to as Hanley
Grange. Tesco promoted the scheme until 2012
but an application for planning permission was
never submitted in relation to the proposals.

THE PLANNING APPLICATION
1.19
This document sets out the planning
case and refers as appropriate to the following
information that has been submitted for
approval or as supporting information in
relation to this outline planning application.
1.20
The formal planning application
documents comprise:
•

Application form and certificates

•

Site location plan

•

Existing site plan

•

Proposed parameter plans

14

--

Land use

--

Movement and access

--

Landscape and open space

•

Design and Access Statement

•

Environmental Statement (ES) and
associated technical appendices including:
--

Air Quality Assessment (within technical
appendix B)

--

Economic Impact Assessment (within
technical appendix C)

--

Archaeological investigation reports
(within technical appendix D)

--

Contamination Assessment (within
technical appendix E)

--

Flood Risk Assessment including Foul
Drainage Strategy (within technical
appendix E)

--

Agricultural Land Quality Assessment
(within technical appendix F)

--

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
(within technical appendix G)

--

Ecological surveys (within technical
appendix H)

--

Noise Impact Assessment (within
technical appendix I)

--

Transport Assessment / Travel Plan
(within technical appendix J)

--

Waste Statement (within technical
appendix K)
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1.21
•

Supporting information comprises:

Planning obligations / Draft Scope for
Section 106 Heads of Terms (included as
appendix A to this Planning Statement)

•

Statement of Consultation

•

Utility Statement (foul drainage addressed
within technical appendix E of the ES)

CONSULTATION
1.22
SSH has taken a very active role in
public consultation, a key objective being to
produce a development that provides benefits
for local residents, the business community,
economy and environment.
1.23
Community engagement and
stakeholder consultation has taken the
following forms, from project inception in 2015
to the submission of this application:

•

Health Impact Assessment

•

Sustainability Statement

•

Energy and Carbon Reduction Statement

•

Transport workshops and feedback session

•

Water Conservation Statement

•

Meetings with stakeholders

•

Earthworks Strategy

•

Public exhibitions (June 2016 and May 2017)

•

Tree Survey / Arboricultural Impact
Assessment

•

Presentation and Q&A session

•

Residents updates

•

Publication of FAQs in response to
comments and queries raised

•

Media briefings and press releases

•

Project website (all consultation material
has been made available on the website at
www.smithsonhill.co.uk)

•

Updates on Twitter and Facebook

•

Feedback forms

1.24
Full details of the consultation
undertaken, including how the comments
raised have been addressed as far as possible
in the application proposals, are set out within
the submitted Statement of Consultation.
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02 A LOCAL
PROJECT WITH
A GLOBAL
REACH
IMPORTANCE AND SCALE OF
AGRICULTURE AND THE FOOD
SECTOR
2.1

Food is the largest global market:

•

 he global agrifood1 sector grows over 4
T
billion tonnes of food crops per annum
for both direct human consumption
and to feed livestock, which are
subsequently used as food2. This would
fill Wembley Stadium to the roof (52m)
with wheat 12 times a day

•

 onsumer expenditure on food is
C
worth over $8 trillion (1 trillion =
1,000,000,000,000 or a million million)
per annum and the sector’s value is
growing at 6% per annum3

•

It has more employees, land area,
fresh water usage and greenhouse
gas emissions than any other business
sector

1 	 Commercial production of food by farming
and food processing companies
2 	 FAOStat, global crop production database
3 	 US Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Economic Research Service (2013), Global Food Industry

In the UK agriculture
contributes £9 billion to the UK economy
and underpins the UK’s £26 billion
food and drink manufacturing sector.
Despite this, imports make up about
40% of domestic food consumption a figure forecast to reach 50% within
a generation4. The growing global
agricultural technologies sector is worth
$400 billion, offering significant export
opportunities in emerging markets such as
AgriTech.5
2.2

Future projections identify a
continued increase in both the volume
of food demanded and its value through
to at least mid-century, driven mainly
by population growth. By 2050 global
population will have grown to nearly
10 billion people, with UK population
predicted to increase 15% by 2039,
from 64.6m in 2014 to 74.3m6 and the
population of South Cambridgeshire
increasing 25% by 20267. In a scenario
with moderate economic growth, this
population increase will push up global
demand for agricultural products by 50%
over present levels8, intensifying pressures
on already strained natural resources.
2.3

4 	 Technology & Innovation Futures Report,
Government Office for Science (2017)
5 	https://agritech.blog.gov.uk/about/
6 	 Office of National Statistics (ONS), 2014
7 	https://www.scambs.gov.uk/letstalk
8 	 The Future of Food and Agriculture:
Trends and Challenges, Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, February 2017
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2.4
As also highlighted by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) at the same time, greater numbers
of people will be eating fewer cereals and
larger amounts of meat, fruits, vegetables
and processed food; a result of an ongoing
dietary transition as wealth increases that
will further add to those pressures, driving
more deforestation, land degradation, and
greenhouse gas emissions.
2.5
Global projections suggest that 47% of
the world’s population will be living in areas of
high water stress by 20309. As a result, based
on current projections we will run out of water
before we run out of food.
2.6
Climate change is expected to
increase the frequency of flooding and water
scarcity in the East of England, projected to
see high summer temperatures, a projected
increase in winter rainfall (circa +14% by 2050)
and reduced summer rainfall (circa-17% by
2050)10. Historically, what was a 1 in 700 year
temperature event is now a 1 in 7-10 year event
(Hansen et al, 2012).

2.8
The realisation of this was first alerted
at the government’s Sustainable Development
UK Conference in 2009 by Professor Sir John
Beddington, the government’s chief scientific
adviser, who advised these ingredients could
create the “perfect storm” of global magnitude.
2.9
In more recent years, and sitting
alongside these factors, food security is
growing as a concern, as the world becomes
less stable geo-politically and greater volatility
has been recorded in food and energy prices.
This, along with environmental concerns and
lifestyle choices, is driving a growing interest in
how to grow the quantity of food required for
expanding urban populations in proximity to
where the demand arises.
2.10
In parallel, growing awareness of
health and fitness and the sharp increase in
recent years of obesity (in 2015 27% of adults
were classed as obese and a further 36%
overweight11) and diabetes is creating intense
interest in the links between food, nutrition,
diet and health outcomes which is driving the
development of new health food products.

2.7
These changes represent another global
challenge for agriculture, with the occurrence
of more extremes, particularly drought,
flooding and heat, all creating problems.
Future projections suggest these challenges
will grow, with for example temperature stress
resulting in yield loss.

9 	 Siemens (2011), Top 5 tips to reduce your manufacturing
water footprint
10 UKCIP (2009), UK Climate Projections ‘09
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Health Survey for England, 2015 http://www.content.digital.
nhs.uk/catalogue/PUB22610
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E N E RGY
45% increase

in demand
by 2030 (IEA)

C LI M ATE
CHANGE

G LO BA L
G EO P O LITI C S

Greater weather extremes
and unpredictability

Greater instability of
supply chains

Rising temperatures
changing growing
conditions

Greater threat from
terrorism

Disproportionately
affecting poor countries

FOOD

RESOURCE
DEPLETION

50% increase in
demand by 2030
(FAO)

30% increase in
demand for water by
2030 (IFPRI)

Health and nutrition
Food security

Soil erosion and
degradation
Deforestation

IEA - International Energy Agency
IFPRI - International Food Policy Research Institute
Figure 3: Global
challenges around
food supply

THE CHALLENGE

WHERE WILL OUR FOOD
COME FROM?
2.11
The FAO highlights that, given the
limited scope for expanding agriculture’s use
of more land and water resources (farming

and the food chain already uses 70% of global
freshwater abstractions and generates over
21% of global greenhouse emissions), the
production increases needed to meet rising
food demand will have to come primarily from
improvements in productivity and resource use
efficiency.
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2.12
Maintaining yield growth is essential
given the need to increase food production
without compromising the impact on the
environment, an approach known as
Sustainable Intensification12.
2.13
The primary challenge is to produce
more with less. Previous green revolutions
have enabled increased yield through use of
fertilisers; plant and animal breeding, and
crop protection as each new technology was
introduced. Unfortunately in Europe we have
not seen the same yield growth and global
data from countries such as China show that
whilst their yields continued to grow until the
mid-2000s, they are also now beginning to see
a slowing in their yield progress.

12

20

Beddington, Professor Sir John, Government Office for
Science (2011), Future of Food and Farming: final project
report

2.14
The world needs to shift to more
sustainable food systems which make more
efficient use of land, water and other inputs
and sharply reduce their use of fossil fuels,
in order to achieve drastic reductions in
greenhouse emissions, greater conservation
of biodiversity, and a reduction of waste. As
emphasised by the FAO this will necessitate
more investment in agriculture and agrifood
systems, as well as greater spending on
research and development, to promote
innovation, support sustainable production
increases, and find better ways to cope with
issues such as water scarcity and climate
change.
2.15
The only way to deliver the food
needed in the future without damaging our
natural environment is through more efficient
production and supply chains. This is the role
which the emerging AgriTech sector is trying
to fulfil and which the proposed development
will contribute significantly towards. Climate
change adaptation is therefore an important
area of technological development, including
for example, use of sensors and controlled
environment or ‘urban farming’.
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Table 1: Summary of key facts relevant to the need for AgriTech13
Land take

The food sector alone accounts for a third of global and 75% of the UK land area.

Greenhouse gas
emissions

Farming and the food chain generates over 21% of global greenhouse gas
emissions.

Water

The Royal Geographic Society estimate that 62% of water used to create
the UK’s food is imported, making the UK the 6th largest global importer of
embedded water.
Globally agriculture uses 70% of freshwater abstraction and projections suggest
that 47% of the world’s population will live in areas of high water stress by 2030.

Waste

Globally 1.3 billion tonnes of crops are lost each year at harvesting and in the
supply chain - 32% of all yield and 24% of all calories grown.
UK households generate food waste estimated at 6.7 million tonnes per year
(32% of all food sales). Most of this food waste (4.1 million tonnes or 61%) is
avoidable and could have been eaten if better managed (WRAP, 2008; Knight
and Davis, 2007). Household food waste can be reduced through longer shelf
life and/or preservation technology to preserve food or alerts for consumers
when food is close to its use by date – all areas in which agrifood technology has
a clear role.

Biodiversity loss

World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) have estimated that in terms of biodiversity
loss (the Living Planet Report13) over the period 1970-2010 the global Living
Planet Index (LPI) declined by 52%. It further argues that nearly 45% of the
observed primary threats to biodiversity are based on habitat loss, change and
degradation, with conversion of natural land to agriculture the cause of the
majority of this loss.

Global food poverty

Over 10% of the global population are in hunger and while progress has been
made in addressing this, in some countries the progress that had been made
until circa 2005 has now gone into reverse due primarily to higher food prices
e.g. in Nigeria there had been a long term decline in undernourished people
reaching a low point in 2006-08 at 8.9 million people, it has now increased by 4
million people to 12.9 million during 2014-16 (FAO country datasheet).
Clearly the battle on hunger is not over but the UN has committed in the new
Sustainable Development Goals (2015) to SDG 2 which is:
End Hunger, Achieve Food Security and Improved Nutrition and Promote
Sustainable Agriculture - In the past 20 years, hunger has dropped by almost
half. Many countries that used to suffer from famine and hunger can now
meet the nutritional needs of their most vulnerable people. It’s an incredible
accomplishment. Now we can go further and end hunger and malnutrition
once and for all. That means doing things such as promoting sustainable
agriculture and supporting small farmers. It’s a tall order. But for the sake of
the nearly 1 out of every 9 people on earth who go to bed hungry every night,
we’ve got to try. Imagine a world where everyone has access to sufficient and
nutritious food all year round. Together, we can make that a reality by 2030.

13 ZSL and WWF (2014), Living Planet Report 10th Edition,
species and spaces, People and Places
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WHAT IS AGRITECH?

•

Responding to climate change

2.16
AgriTech, which is a comparatively
new concept, can be broadly defined as the
enabling sector which supports agriculture and
the food chain in tackling global challenges
including:

•

Delivering healthy food which supports wellbeing

•

Addressing hunger and malnutrition

•

Using resources sustainably

•

Promoting disease resistance

Farm
management
software
Robotics and drones

Next
generation
farms

Sensors

Smart irrigation

Figure 4:
Typical technologies
within the AgriTech sector
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2.17
In other words, the AgriTech sector
develops technologies which assist farmers
and the food chain to improve their
performance, thereby providing the keyset of
technologies which can help to address the
challenge of hunger by addressing the need for
yield growth, more efficient supply chains and
less waste.

Precision agriculture and
predictive analytics
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2.18
The various sub-sectors associated with
AgriTech include for example:
•

Farm management software

•

Precision agriculture and predictive data
analytics

•

Sensors

•

Animal data

•

Robotics and drones

•

Smart irrigation

•

Next generation farms

•

Marketplaces

BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES
ASSOCIATED WITH THE
APPLICATION OF AGRITECH
ROBOTICS AND PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY
(AUTOMATION)
2.19
The consequences of automation
have been brought into sharp focus by the
introduction of the National Living Wage
(NLW), pension auto-enrolment and for
larger employees the apprenticeship levy,
which together amount to a circa 11% rise in
minimum wage costs in 2016 and circa 45%
by 2020. This change will disproportionately
affect sectors with larger numbers of lower
paid employees such as agriculture. Equally,
as lower wages rise, better-paid staff will seek
increases in pay, adding further to labour
costs. Alongside availability of workers ongoing
increases in labour costs have been a key
reason to date why farmers have had to invest
in automation as part of the adoption of more
efficient processes. Without this companies
may be unprofitable and have to close, as
indeed many have. The alternative would be

a significant rise in food prices and knock on
effect for affordability.
2.20 In 2016, a Resolution Foundation
Report14 looked at 33 cities nationally and
found that in some cities across the country
the NLW will affect over 30% of the workforce
(e.g. in Norwich, Swansea and Hull). Most rural
areas and food processing and agricultural
harvesting jobs have lower wage rates than in
these cities and thus can be expected to see an
even larger impact.
2.21
Unpublished work by Martin Collison
(Collison & Associates Ltd, 2016) for Greater
Lincolnshire Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)
has looked at the impact of the NLW on the
UK food chain, and estimated the impact
at between £7.0-10.5billion per annum of
increased wage cost by 2020. With robotic
costs falling, potential restrictions on labour
supply (due to Brexit) and low borrowing
costs, this makes the widespread adoption of
robotics very likely. The Guardian recently (15
April 2017) summarised Institute for Public
Policy Research (IPPR) research on robotics
noting: ‘The IPPR research said that in four
sectors alone – retail, hospitality, transport and
manufacturing – 5m jobs were at risk, adding
that a particular concern to ministers should
be industries ripe for automation with a high
proportion of workers least able to adapt’.
2.22
AgriTech and its focus on automation
will not only help address the cost and labour
supply challenges, it also has the potential
to remove much of the hard manual work in
agriculture which has been shown to have
health impacts through repeated manual
handling, bending or other repetitive strain
injuries.

14 Corlett Adam (January 2016), Paved with Gold: Low Pay
& the National Living Wage in Britain’s cities, Resolution
Foundation Briefing
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2.23
The Environment Food and Rural Affairs
(EFRA) Select Committee15 has recently (April
2017) published a report into the supply of
labour in agriculture, which highlights the
government’s commitment to:
•

Greater automation and mechanisation of
the sector, allowing more regular growing
patterns and less need for a “flexible”
workforce

•

Increasing skills and qualifications of
workers in the sector

•

Trebling the number of apprentices who are
working in agriculture

2.24
The same challenges on labour supply
are apparent in America (as it attempts to
restrict migration), China (as the young move
to the cities) and Japan (due to demographic
challenges and very few young people in
agriculture). Globally this is reflected in
nearly half of the market for AgriTech being in
mechanisation, sensors and automated data
driven systems.
2.25
As a result of this ongoing demand it is
anticipated that there will be greater increase
in automation within the food chain in the next
five years than there has been in the last 25.

15 House of Commons Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
Committee Feeding the nation: labour constraints
Seventh Report of Session 2016–17
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PRECISION FARMING AND USE OF DATA
2.26
The latest developments in precision
farming and the use of data to monitor
and assess crop growth so that real time
adjustments to crop husbandry16 can be made
are all part of the next agricultural revolution.
2.27
Fertiliser and pesticide use per hectare
in the UK has been falling for over 20 years
and AgriTech offers the prospect of achieving
significant further reductions through more
targeted treatments. This can be achieved by:
•

Only applying products when absolutely
necessary (e.g. through using disease
surveillance systems to target spray
applications)

•

Tractor mounted and remote sensors which
target areas in the field most in need and
apply variable rates of fertiliser with much
greater precision matched to crop needs

•

New application technologies such as
spot spraying (as opposed to whole crop
spraying) in which vision systems spot
weeds and target these directly

•

Systems such as robotic weeders or laser
weeding systems which remove the need for
herbicides completely

16 Husbandry: The care, cultivation and breeding of crops and
animals.
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2.28
Unmanned aerial vehicles (also known
as drones) are already helping farmers to
monitor what they grow more effectively and
work more efficiently - with on-board sensors
detecting pests or dehydrated crops. Local
weather sensors mean farmers can adjust
watering or pasturing regimes. Autonomous
weeding keeps pests at bay and avoids
overuse of pesticides. Data is shareable
with neighbours, helping to manage disease
outbreaks or pass on successful husbandry
methods. Such data can also increasingly be
analysed in the field without the costly delays
of waiting for sample results from the lab.
2.29
Given the size of the global market
in agriculture, new technology can have a
significant impact. For example an impact
assessment report on the John Innes
Centre (JIC) found that its discovery work
on new genetics had led to big increases
in productivity. JIC’s work has been key
in supporting plant breeders in delivering
£373m-£445m of gross wheat yield benefits
per year at the UK level compared to 1982
yields. This includes the benefits of yield
improvements and reduced cereal diseases.
At the global level, gross productivity increases
supported by JIC’s research could currently be
worth £8.7bn17. The global impact in this case
has thus been assessed as being approximately
20 times that delivered in the UK. Continuing
this progress in yields is important to reduce
agriculture’s impact on the environment.

2.30 With regard to data collection and
use, in 2011 sensors had collected more data
(including for farming and agriculture) in two
years than in the history of mankind up to that
point (Data Explosion - Cisco 2011). This will
only increase further with the use of embedded
sensors and the “Internet of Things” (i.e. the
network connectivity between devices, vehicles
etc) developing quickly as well as increased
coverage of 4G signals, which are expected
to cover 90% of the UK land area in 2017. A
related challenge for the AgriTech sector
therefore is how this data can best be stored
and analysed to ensure that it can be put to
productive use.

HEALTH FOODS
2.31
Across the world obesity and other
health related consequences of poor diet
continue to increase.
2.32
Foods with added health value: the
market for specialist foods with health benefits
e.g. age related foods, food for sports people or
to help treat specific conditions, is increasing.
Reports predict that the global health food
market could reach £220 billion by 201718 and
the nutraceuticals market is estimated to grow
at 7% per annum to reach €35 billion by 202019.

18
17

Brookdale Consulting, Impact of the John Innes Centre

19

Metro.co.uk (30th January 2014), Companies grow fat as you
slim: the growth of the weight loss market
Food and Drink Europe (10th August 2015), In the year 2020:
Global nutraceuticals market to be worth €35billion
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is approximately £27 billion, with the
NHS currently spending over £5 billion on
obesity-related costs.

2.33
Salt and fat: government has been
working with industry to reduce the negative
impacts of too much salt and fat in processed
food. For salt this has been achieved through
agreements based on voluntary action by
industry in return for government agreeing
not to legislate or tax if targets are met. The
‘responsibility deal’20 agreed between industry
and government, committed the industry
to making progress so that average UK salt
consumption falls from 8.1g/day to 6g (each
1g/day reduction is expected to prevent 4,147
premature deaths and save the NHS £288
million/year).

Sugar consumption is a major factor in
childhood obesity, and sugar-sweetened
soft drinks are now the single biggest
source of dietary sugar for children and
teenagers. A single 330ml can of cola
can contain more than a child’s daily
recommended intake of added sugar.
Public health experts have identified sugarsweetened soft drinks of this kind
as a major factor in the prevalence of
childhood obesity.

2.34
Sugar: the more recent focus on sugar
has led to the first (non-alcohol) related food
and drink tax proposal in the March 201621
budget, with a tax on high sugar soft drinks.
Given the fact that this tax will not be
implemented until 2017, there is a clear
hope (as suggested by government),
that manufacturers will use this delayed
implementation to reformulate products.

… Budget 2016 announces a new soft
drinks industry levy targeted at producers
and importers of soft drinks that contain
added sugar. The levy will be designed to
encourage companies to reformulate by
reducing the amount of added sugar in the
drinks they sell, moving consumers towards
lower sugar alternatives, and reducing
portion sizes.’

Extract from government budget statement 2016

‘Soft drinks industry levy to pay for school
sport
Childhood obesity is a national problem.
The UK currently has one of the highest
overall obesity rates… In England 1 in 10
children are obese when they start primary
school, and this rises to 2 in 10 by the time
they leave. The evidence shows that 80%
of children who are obese between the
ages of 10 and 14 will go on
to become obese adults… The estimated
cost to the UK economy today from obesity

20 HMG (2014),Responsibility Deal Food Network – New salt
targets: F9 Salt Reduction 2017 pledge & F10 Out of 		
Home Salt reduction pledge
21 HMG (2016), Policy Paper: Budget 2016
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2.35
AgriTech offers the potential to help
address these challenges in relation to diet
by making it easier and more cost effective to
produce healthier foods, for example through:
•

Fruit and vegetables with additional health
benefits e.g. beneforte broccoli bred in
Norfolk with enhanced glucosinolates to
prevent cancer

•

Changes to livestock diets to change the fat
profile of meat
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AGRITECH GLOBALLY
2.36
While still relatively new the AgriTech
sector is growing rapidly both in the UK and
globally. The government department of UK
Trade & Investment (replaced by Department
for International Trade in July 2016), in its
market assessment of the global AgriTech
sector estimated the global market for
AgriTech in 2011/12 at £142 billion, supplied by
212,000 businesses and employing 4.7 million
people22. UKTI also estimated that the global
market was dominated by three continents:
Asia 41%, the Americas 29% and Europe 25%,
with Africa (4%) and Oceania (1%) making up
the remainder of the market.

growth sector alongside a further 10 sectors.
These 11 priority growth sectors are enabled by
Eight Great Technologies, which include
agri science as well as others which are
directly relevant to AgriTechnology: Big Data24,
Robotics, Energy Storage.
2.39
Government thus sees AgriTech as
being central to the UK’s future knowledge-led
growth. This was highlighted by former DEFRA
Secretary of State, the Rt. Hon. Andrea
Leadsom MP, in her speech to the Oxford
Farming Conference on 4 January 2017 during
which she stated:

	

“no matter how the world around us changes,
we rely on the same three basic needs to
sustain us – food, air, and water. Farming is at
the heart of all of our lives…nothing should be
more important to us all than the continued
success of this great industry.

AGRITECH IN THE UK - AN
EMERGING SECTOR

AgriTech is where the future of food and
farming lies – and I’ve seen for myself how
smart innovations can cut costs for farmers
and help the environment.

2.37
The growth of the agriculture and food
sector in the UK and globally in the last decade
has stimulated the demand for agricultural
and food related technology, with producers
keen to expand production, manage costs and
address growing concerns such as climate
change.

From driverless tractors, to climatecontrolled storage and sustainable
initiatives like PepsiCo’s 50 in 5 – these are
the sorts of innovations that will enable us
to compete in global markets.

2.38
In response to the food price spike
in 2010/2011, growth in the demand for
agricultural technology and the UK’s strong
research base, the government developed a
UK Strategy for Agricultural Technologies in
201323. This recognised AgriTech as a key

22
23

UKTI (2013), AgriTechnology Sector: Market
Trends and Opportunities Report UKTI (2013)
UK Strategy for Agricultural Technologies (2013),
Her Majesty’s Government

As I’ve made clear, one of my key priorities
as we leave the EU is to see more Great
British food grown, sold, and consumed
around the world.”

24

Extremely large data sets that may be analysed
computationally to reveal patterns, trends and
associations
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Table 2: Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs)
TRL 1
Pure science

Basic principles observed and reported (transition from scientific research to
applied research).

TRL 2

Technology concept and / or application formulated (applied research).

TRL 3

Analytical and experimental critical function and / or characteristic proof of
concept (experiments with full-scale problems or data sets).

TRL 4

Technology basic validation in a laboratory environment.

TRL 5

Technology basic validation in a relevant environment.

TRL 6

Technology model or prototype demonstration in a relevant environment.

TRL 7

Technology prototype demonstration in an operational environment (technology
is at or near scale of the operational system, with most functions available for
demonstration and test - limited documentation available).

TRL 8

Actual technology completed and qualified through test and demonstration (most
user documentation, training documentation, and maintenance documentation
completed).

TRL 9
Launch at market

Actual technology qualified through successful mission operations (all
documentation completed, successful operational experience).

2.40 The various stages associated with
development of new technologies in relation
the research and development (R&D) process
can be broadly categorised using what is
known as ‘Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs)’,
a technology management tool that provides a
measurement to assess the maturity of evolving
technology. These levels are defined as above
in table 2.
2.41
The UK is not translating its
agricultural and related science excellence
sufficiently quickly into commercial
agricultural technologies to fully exploit the
potential market, with activity being focused
more towards the earlier stages of the TRLs as
highlighted at figure 8 on page 38.
2.42
This is highlighted within the
government’s UK Strategy for Agricultural
Technologies, which states:
‘whilst the UK has a vibrant venture capital
sector supporting spinouts and startups and the commercialisation of new
technologies in the biomedical
28

and clean technology sectors, there is a
distinct gap in the UK food and agriculture
sector. This is despite the world-class
research base and significant market
potential. We see an opportunity to help
create an agri-tech market in which
venture capitalists come to the UK to
help finance and manage UK agri-tech
innovations and create a more vibrant agritech cluster.’
2.43
It was also acknowledged by
Prime Minister, The Rt Hon Theresa May MP in
her speech at the CBI Annual Conference on 21
November 2016. During that speech, alongside
announcement of an extra £2 billion a year
government real term investment in R&D by
the end of the Parliament to help post-Brexit
Britain be at the cutting edge of science and
tech she stated:
“We have more Nobel Laureates than any
country outside the United States, but all
too often great ideas developed here end
up being commercialised elsewhere.
We’re ambitious for Britain to become
the global go-to place for scientists,
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innovators and tech investors… That means
not only investing more in research and
development, but ensuring we invest that
money wisely. Supporting technologies and
sectors that have the potential to deliver
long-term benefits for Britain.
A new Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund
will direct some of that investment to
scientific research and the development
of a number of priority technologies in
particular, helping to address Britain’s
historic weakness on commercialisation
and turning our world-leading research into
long-term success.”
2.44 HM government’s Industrial Strategy
Green Paper (January 2017) seeks to
maximise opportunities to cultivate world
leading sectors. It notes in particular that
the government is looking for businesses to
collaborate with other stakeholders, such as
universities and local leaders, to produce a
clear proposal for boosting the productivity of
their sector,
setting out detailed plans to address
challenges such as:
•

Delivering upgrades in productivity,
including in supply chains

•

Promoting competition and innovation

•

Facilitating long term investment and
coordination between suppliers and primes

•

Accelerating growth across the value chain,
including by identifying where the greatest
value can be gained from technology
development and investment

•

Developing and growing the strengths of
particular clusters

•

Increasing exports; and looking at how we
can use trade and investment deals to help
the sector

•

Commercialising research across sectors

•

Boosting skills and the number of high
value, high productivity jobs

2.45
The strategy also notes the challenge of
translating leadership in global research into
commercial outcomes, highlighting that:
‘It is a longstanding weakness relative to
other countries. From the development
of medical imaging technologies to
biotechnology, the UK has too often
pioneered discovery but not realised the
commercial benefits.’
2.46 Ten pillars are set out within the
Industrial Strategy, including:
•

Investing in science, research and
innovation – noting the UK will become a
more innovative economy and do more to
commercialise our world leading science
base, developing new technologies and
driving growth throughout the UK. Linked
to this the government has created UK
Research and Innovation (UKRI) which
brings the Research Councils and later stage
innovation funding through Innovate UK25.
UKRI is to develop and deliver a clear
strategy from fundamental research through
to business innovation to enable the
government to identify future opportunities
and keep the UK at the cutting edge of new
technologies and developing solutions to
global challenges

25

UK’s innovation agency, an executive non-departmental
public body, sponsored by the Department for Business,
Energy & Industrial Strategy working with people,
companies and partner organisations to find and drive the
science and technology innovations that will grow the UK
29
economy
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•

Encouraging trade and inward investment
– highlighting that the government will
make Britain a global leader in free trade,
including promoting and supporting UK
exports

•

Cultivating world-leading sectors – with
reference to building on areas of global
excellence, helping new sectors to flourish
and working together to commercialise
research

2.47
On the Industrial Strategy Challenge
Fund announced by the Prime Minister, as
referred to above, the strategy notes that the
fund will focus on challenges where:
•

The global market is potentially large, or fast
growing and sustainable

•

The UK has capabilities to meet market
needs in terms of research strength and
business capacity

•

There are significant social and economic
benefits

•

There is evidence that government support
will make a difference

2.48 It is intended that the fund will enable
UKRI to support a range of industrial R&D
activities including setting up demonstrators
to test near-to-market technologies in real
world environments and creating centres
to bring together academic experts with
entrepreneurs to promote commercialisation.
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2.49 The publication, Technology and
Innovation Futures 2017, was also published
alongside the Industrial Strategy, by the
Government Office for Science, updating
previous government reports in 2010 and 2012
on which technologies offer the most potential
for growth. As highlighted in the foreword to
this document by Jo Johnson, Minister of State
for Universities, Research and Innovation:
‘the key insight of this report is that
increasing interactions between
technologies and between data sets will
create opportunities to make the UK more
productive… We’re creating UK Research
and Innovation; a single organisation that
will facilitate greater collaboration across
scientific disciplines and internationally to
make the UK the best place in Europe to
develop new technologies.’
2.50 In addition to the importance of
convergence and interaction, the report
highlights farming as a specific area where
the combination of synthetic biology, sensors
and accurate geo-location (all areas that the
AgriTech sector considers) could mean more
efficient pest control, food production, and, in
turn, more effective land allocation.
2.51
With respect specifically to the
food industry, it emphasises the benefits
of convergent technologies in terms of the
potential to improve productivity of UK farming
and its contribution to the UK economy; with
the attendant benefits of greater food security
by making us less reliant upon imports and
even allowing for land reallocation. It also
highlights the future opportunities with
regard to:
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•

•

Stopping disease outbreaks – through use of
pathogenomics to enable farmers to analyse
the DNA of pathogens from field samples
without requiring slow, expensive lab work
and enabling farms to be more productive
and cut down on the use of pesticides and
other agro-chemicals
Freeing up land – genetic and technological
advances which hold the prospect of
effective nitrogen fixation, more efficient
photosynthesis and synthetic animal
feeds, as well as using big data to better
match crops to soil types, could lead to a
fundamental reallocation of land. More
efficient food and feed production delivering
greater yields could shift land usage towards
delivering benefits like biodiversity, clean
water and recreation.

2.52
Sir Mark Walport, the current (at time of
writing) Government Chief Scientific Advisor,
states in the report:
‘The applications envisaged in this report
will, I hope, persuade readers - whether
policy makers, scientists, business leaders,
or simply those with a lay interest - that
a collaborative national effort to reap the
full benefits of emerging technologies is
worthwhile. We already have many of
the key ingredients required to succeed,
especially a world-class research base,
the expertise of Innovate UK and growing
high-tech business clusters focused
around disciplines including life sciences,
quantum, artificial intelligence, robotics and
e-commerce. Together, we should seek to
capture more value for the UK economically
and to deliver the effective and accessible
public services enabled by the best uses of
emerging technologies.’

THE IMPORTANCE OF
CLUSTERS
2.53
The Oxford English dictionary definition
of a cluster is:
‘A group of similar things positioned or
occurring closely together.’
2.54
The glossary to the Proposed Submission
South Cambridgeshire Local Plan (July
2013, updated March 2014 and including
amendments) refers to clusters as:
‘Groups of companies in related activities,
often sharing similar skills and infrastructure,
within a specific area.’
2.55
The economic importance of similar
industries agglomerating within business
clusters is recognised at paragraph 21 of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF),
which highlights that local planning authorities
should
‘plan positively for the location, promotion
and expansion of clusters or networks
of knowledge driven, creative or high
technology industries.’

AGRITECH IN THE EAST OF
ENGLAND
2.56
The East of England (EofE) is a global
leader in agricultural sciences with arguably
the largest concentration of crop and plant
science excellence in the world. The region is
also a leader in life sciences, information and
communications technology (ICT) and other
enabling technologies which are witnessing
increased demand in agriculture.
2.57
The EofE benefits from a world leading
mix of progressive agrifood companies, both
31
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Figure 5: Agritech related
companies located within
the EofE
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2.58
Mapping of the region undertaken
by Collison & Associates, a rural agrifood and
agricultural consultancy, identifies over 500

AgriTech related companies, centres of major
end users (larger farms which are investing,
major food processors etc) located within
the EofE (see figure 5 and table 3). This
mapping is by definition never complete and,
particularly for the farming companies, many
more could be added (those mapped are those
which are known to be either medium or large
business (50 plus staff) or which have been
adopting technology early). A profile of the
major centres within the EofE that support the
AgriTech sector is set out within appendix B.

LONDON

7 Heddon Street
London
W1B 4BD

BOURNEMOUTH
Everdene House
Deansleigh Road
Bournemouth
BH7 7DU

26

32

Making ‘smart specialisation’ smarter: an industrialTELEPHONE
020 3664 6755
innovation
system approach - the case of Agri-Tech East
www.torltd.co.uk
(April 2016 - updated October 2016), UK Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS)

2.59
The UK’s first regional AgriTech business
network and cluster organisation is also based
in the region. Agri-Tech East aims to catalyse
economic growth through improving the
international competitiveness of plant and

A Park for AgriTech - Hinxton
Planning Statement / Section 02

Table 3 - East of England AgriTech centres, bodies and companies
Classification

Number

Machinery and irrigation suppliers and manufacturers

121

Major food processors, retail and catering companies

79

Seeds, grains and plant breeding

79

Advisory and consultancy

64

Larger farms

57

Research and education centres

54

Industry bodies and co-operatives

27

Agrochemicals

26

Animal feed and health

14

Total mapped companies and centres

521

crop-based agriculture and horticulture in
the EofE. It was founded in 2014 to create a
“global innovation hub in AgriTech” by bringing
together farmers, scientists, technologists and
entrepreneurs and is complemented by the
Eastern AgriTech Initiative funding programme,
which has provided local grants for applied
R&D, and a parallel growth programme for
companies adopting innovation to
deliver growth.
Input supply

Production

Harvesting

Collection
and storage

2.60 Figure 10 of the UK Department for
Business and Skills (BIS) report Making ‘smart
specialisation’ smarter: an industrial-innovation
system approach - the case of Agri-Tech East
identifies some of the existing companies in
the Agri-Tech East value chain and is replicated
below (figure 6).

Processing
and
packaging

Pre farm gate

Input
R&D based
majors to generic
manufacturers

Growers,
farmers, farm
management
companies,
smallholders to
agroholdings

Transport
and
distribution

Wholesale

Retail

Consumers

Post farm gate

Harvesting
Growers, farmers,
smallholders to
agroholdings

Collection and
storage

Processing and
packaging

Transport and
distribution

Local/country
elevators,
traders

Global
agribusinesses to
local middlemen

Global
agribusinesses to
local middlemen

Wholesale and
retail
SMEs to
multinationals
corner-shops to
hypermarkets

Hutchinsons
Agril

G’s Fresh Ltd

KG Davies

G’s Growers

Claydon Drill

QV Food

Jolly

Garry Talbot

SpearHead

Lynford House Farm

TTP

International Greens
of Soham ILP Ltd

Jepco

ProdFa
SenSat
Eight19
Weatherquest
Soil Moisture
Sense
Quickbird

Fresh Produce
Greenvale
Albert Bartlett
Anglia Farmers
Produce World
Euston Estate

Palletech

G S Shropshire and
Sons

Rezatec

Darby

John Deere

Methwold

Ben Burgess

Cole Ambrose

Germains

New Covent Garden
Soup Company

W.O. & P.O.

(Marketing)
Ltd
Honingham
Thorpe Farms
RJ Herbert
Engineering
Baker Farms
Thurlow Estate
Farms
Cornerways Place
UK

Camgrain
Waldersey
Farms Ltd
Wilkin & Son
Terravesta
Fletcher Salads
Maurice
Crouch
Growers
MBM Ltd
Sutton Bridge
Potatoes (Crop
Storage)

Pinguin
Premier Foods

McCains

Princes

Pasta Food Ltd

Produce

2 Sisiters Food
Group

Investments PLC
Fenmarc
Fountain Foods Ltd
Frederick Hiam Ltd
Greencore
Kettle
Kellogg
Pepsico
Colmans

Mars UK
Turners

Sainsburys

Foster Refrigeration

Waitrose
Adnams
Elgoods
Greene King
Homedods
Nottcutts

Nestle
Greenvale AP

CN Seeds

Figure 6: Examples of companies in the Agi-Tech East value chain
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THE GREATER CAMBRIDGE,
GREATER PETERBOROUGH LOCAL
ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
(GCGP LEP)
2.61
Within the EofE, the GCGP LEP
identifies AgriTech as one of its priority sectors
for regional growth. Its Strategic Economic
Plan (SEP, September 2014) highlights that
the area is a leader in AgriTech, underpinned
by the highest concentration of best quality
farmland in the UK, and places great emphasis
on establishing an AgriTech cluster in eastern
England enabling it to become a global
innovation hub for 21st century agriculture.
2.62

As highlighted within the SEP:

‘GCGP is a world renowned location
for innovation with presence of angel
investors, legal and financial support and
networks. We have a strong platform for
growth but this could be improved if we
commercialised more innovation across a
wider range of sectors to commercialisation
and supported the development of that
innovation locally.’

34

EAST OF ENGLAND SCIENCE
AND INNOVATION AUDIT
(SEPTEMBER 2017)
2.63
In Autumn 2015, the government
announced regional Science and Innovation
Audits (SIAs) to catalyse a new approach
to regional economic development. SIAs
enable local consortia to focus on analysing
regional strengths and identify mechanisms to
realise their potential. In the East of England,
a consortium was formed to focus on its
strengths in Life Sciences, AgriTech, Advanced
Materials and Manufacturing and ICT.
Sponsored by the Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy, the EofE SIA
was published in September 2017.
2.64 Its foreword, by Professor Nigel Slater
(Chairman of GCGP LEP Area Science Industry
& Innovation Council) states:
‘The East of England is an amazing place.
It is a region rich in science and innovation
assets and awash with the finest talent but our audit demonstrates that we could
go even further, driving translation and
capitalising on our research excellence for
the benefit of the region and the country.’
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2.65
The SIA focuses on two key challenges,
one relating to commercialisation, the second
focused on collaboration, stating that:
‘Only by addressing them will the East of
England meet its overarching aspiration
for science and innovation over the next
decade - namely, to enable translation
through convergence in a manner which
is precise, smart, connected and worldleading - to deliver sustained growth and to
achieve wider impacts.’
2.66 It reinforces the significant need
for AgriTech and greater technological
advancement, highlighting that while the
region has world renowned research strengths
in AgriTech, and considerable strengths in
commercialisation there is a need to improve
further the processes and effectiveness of
commercialisation to achieve greater impacts.
2.67
The vision, as referred to within the
Summary SIA, published alongside the main
report is:
‘To build on our position as the leading UK
region for science and innovation for the
benefit of people within the region, the UK
and internationally’.

2.68
The audit refers to achieving this by
accelerating the process of convergence,
emphasising the importance of colocation and
clustering, with much to be gained through
physical proximity; silos needing to be broken
down to enable scientists from different
disciplines working alongside entrepreneurs,
investors and end users on a daily basis.
2.69 A key priority intervention identified
through the SIA is to build hard and soft
infrastructures and capacities for innovation
across the EofE. With regard specifically
to physical infrastructure for new areas of
AgriTech the audit notes that:
‘the region’s strengths will be enhanced
by supporting the development of new
infrastructure to facilitate the region’s
move into the new innovation areas to grow
the resources available to support Agri-tech
companies. This will add significantly to
the existing centres of Agri-tech innovation
in Norwich, Harpenden, Cambridge and
Cranfield.’
2.70 The proposed park for AgriTech at
Hinxton is referenced as a major development
in the pipeline, ‘planned to create an
international business park focused specifically
on the Agri-tech sector in the heart of the
science park cluster South of Cambridge.
This will draw on the region’s Word leading
research and industrial base to host
companies working on precision agriculture
and associated technology.’
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